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Cavity mode theory and analysis of open cavities and plasmonic particles is an essential component
of optical resonator physics, offering considerable insight and efficiency for connecting to classical
and quantum optical properties such as the Purcell effect. However, obtaining the dissipative modes
in normalized form for arbitrarily shaped open cavity systems is notoriously difficult, often involving
complex spatial integrations, even after performing the necessary full space solutions to Maxwell’s
equations. The formal solutions are termed quasinormal modes which are known to diverge in space,
and additional techniques are frequently required to obtain more accurate field representations in
the far field. In this work we introduce a new finite-difference time-domain technique that can
obtain normalized quasinormal modes using a simple dipole-excitation source and an inverse Green
function technique, in real frequency space, without having to perform any spatial integrations.
Moreover, we show how these modes are naturally regularized to ensure the correct field decay
behaviour in the far field, and thus can be used at any position within and outside the resonator.
We term these modes “regularized quasinormal modes” and show the reliability and generality of
the theory, by studying the generalized Purcell factor of quantum dipole emitters near metallic
nanoresonators, hybrid devices with metal nanoparticles coupled to dielectric waveguides, as well as
coupled cavity-waveguides in photonic crystals slabs. We also directly compare our results with full-
dipole simulations of Maxwell’s equations without any approximations and show excellent agreement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, optical cavity structures
have been used for an incredibly wide range of photonic
applications1. In many of these cavity devices, exploiting
a modal description of the optical system is of great ben-
efit, not only for providing good physical intuition, but
also because of the significant efficiency that it brings
to the theoretical investigations of a typical problem.
Moreover, in quantum optics, a modal description is a re-
quirement for second quantization. However, in contrast
to normal modes (with real eigenfrequencies), that are
suited for describing closed optical systems (and some-
times very low loss systems) where energy losses are not
a major concern, for dissipative optical cavities in gen-
eral, the open cavity quasinormal modes (QNMs) must
be employed. This is particularly true for low quality
factor (Q) resonators, though also for high-Q structures
such as photonic crystal cavities2. Low-Q broadband res-
onators are also now widely exploited in plasmonic de-
vices, which have been proposed and used for applica-
tions such as sensing3–7, hybrid integrated photonics8–18
and broadband single photon sources19–27. For any ma-
terial system, the open-cavity QNMs are associated with
complex eigenfrequencies whose imaginary parts quantify
the system losses, and thus they require a more general-
ized normalization2,28–31 beyond the standard Hermitian
theories. In recent years, cavity QNMs have been suc-
cessfully used to calculate various optical quantities of in-
terest, such as the generalized effective mode volume2,28,
enhanced spontaneous emission factor of dipole emitters,
and the electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) maps
for plasmonic resonators32,33.
Calculation and normalization of QNMs has been
demonstrated using both time-domain techniques, such
as finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), and frequency-
domain methods (such as finite-element solvers)2,29,31,34.
However, all of these approaches are somewhat special-
ized and all have pros and cons. Also, most of these
computational methods require a complex spatial inte-
gration of the optical fields, involving volume and sur-
face integrals2,30,35,36, or coordinate transforms that ex-
ploit PMLs (perfectly matched layers) as part of the cav-
ity structure29. Therefore, implementation of such QNM
normalization approaches is often quite involved and, for
this reason, it is still quite common to compute cavity
modes in a rather ambiguous way, often treating the
mode of interest as a normal mode (in some finite com-
putational domain), or as the solution to the scattering
problem (which is obviously not a true mode). Moreover,
in structures with a background periodic index, such as a
cavity coupled to a photonic crystal waveguide, the spa-
tial normalization approaches generally fail, and a more
careful regularization is required37,38. Thus there is a
need to develop simpler computational approaches to ob-
tain the QNMs without the need for such a complicated
integration procedure.
Recently, using a frequency domain approach, an in-
tuitive dipole normalization technique was developed
by Bai et al.31, implemented using COMSOL39, where
the self-consistent response to a dipole excitation is
used to obtain an integration-free normalization for the
QNM. In this approach, a search in frequency space
is first performed to identify the QNM resonant fre-
quency (pole) and then an additional simulation is per-
formed very near the resonance frequency to capture
the dominant cavity mode of interest. This method re-
lies on the ability of the frequency-domain solvers to lo-
cate a frequency pole of the resonance in complex fre-
quency space. Such an approach can be highly accu-
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2rate and insightful, but requires implementation in a fre-
quency domain solver, which can often require signifi-
cant amounts of memory for larger device simulations
such as coupled resonator-waveguide systems, and even
single resonator structures40. Additional frequency do-
main Maxwell’s solvers have since been developed for
obtaining QNMs of plasmonic devices41 that can also be
used to perform QNM calculations42, which is cited to
work best for nanoparticles of a certain size41. Very re-
cently, a generalization approach to normal mode expan-
sion of the Green fucntion for lossy resonators has been
introduced43, where modes are defined with permittivity
rather than frequency. While the technique is quite gen-
eral and insightful, it provides single-frequency informa-
tion and can also suffer from already discussed memory
requirement issues (the implementation has been done in
COMSOL) for arbitrary sized devices.
In this work, we describe a new integration-free
method for obtaining normalized QNMs of arbitrary
open cavities, which uses a simple dipole source exci-
tation technique in real frequency space. We also de-
scribe and show how this new technique calculates “reg-
ularized” QNMs44, which ensures well-behaved (non-
divergent) fields far away from the resonator, without
the need for including a sum over many modes or by
carrying our formal regularization through a Dyson in-
tegration approach—which reconstructs the regularized
fields outside the resonator using the QNM fields inside44.
Although our approach is quite general, we will imple-
ment it using FDTD (from Lumerical Solutions45) that
is arguably one of the most general and well used com-
putational techniques in nanoplasmonics40,46–49, and in
nanophotonics in general50–53. In Section II, we in-
troduce simple transparent formulas that can be used
by a general user of any FDTD software (or similar
time-dependent Maxwell solver) to compute the system
QNMs in an easy-to-use and reliable manner. In Sec-
tion III, as an application of this technique, confirmed
with full vectorial dipole calculations of Maxwell’s equa-
tions, we study the spontaneous emission enhancement
(generalized Purcell factor) of a dipole emitter placed
nearby different plasmonic systems including hybrid sys-
tems of metals and dielectrics, as well as coupled cavity-
waveguide devices in photonic crystal slabs; these res-
onator systems are motivated by recent practical interest
in design of different devices such as transmission line
filters and single photon sources10–14,38,54. In III A, we
explore the gold cuboid and dimer structures, to confirm
the accuracy of the technique over a wide range of spa-
tial positions and frequencies, where we also comment on
how efficient our new technique is compared to existing
methods. In III B, we then explore the regularized na-
ture of our newly developed technique in obtaining the
far-field optical response that eliminates concerns regard-
ing the divergent behavior of the QNMs, e.g., for use with
studies such as transmission and scattering into the far
field. In addition, we also show excellent agreement with
a previous FDTD QNM approach that uses a spatial in-
FIG. 1. Examples of plasmonic, hybrid metal-dielectric and
photonic crystal cavity devices for use in various nanophoton-
ics applications, all of which we will study in this paper. (a-b)
show plasmonic single and dimer cuboids placed in a homo-
geneous medium. (c-d) show hybrid devices where the single
cuboid is either embedded inside a ridge waveguide or placed
on top of a slot waveguide. The red double arrows show the
location and orientation of dipole excitation used in this work
where a 2D projection through cuboid center is used. (e) A
top down view of a 3D coupled cavity-waveguide device using
photonic crystal slabs for single photon source applications.
tegration approach with filtering34, and point out sev-
eral clear advantages of the current approach (including
a drastic increase in efficiency, and no spatial integration
at all for normalization or far field regularization). In
III C, we extend the applicability and reliability of the
technique to hybrid devices where plasmonic resonators
are coupled to periodic dielectric waveguides. Finally, in
III D, we also provide some examples of dielectric cav-
ities, including a complicated coupled cavity-waveguide
design in a photonic crystal slab. This later is a par-
ticularly hard problem for obtaining the QNMs (of the
coupled system), but is shown to be easily computed with
the current technique. In section IV, we present our con-
clusions.
II. THEORY
In this section, we present our main technique for cal-
culating the regularized QNMs. While our approach can
be expanded for computing several QNMs, we focus on a
single mode picture, as it is quite often the most desired
case, e.g., for applications with single photon sources and
3lasing. While all time-domain techniques can become
problematic for computing closely overlapping QNMs (in
frequency), there are no additional limitations beyond
those that are well known to most time domain Maxwell
solvers.
A. Existing QNM theory
In general, any open cavity system can support several
QNMs, f˜µ (r), over the frequency band of interest. These
QNMs can be defined as the solutions to the Helmholtz
equation,
∇×∇× f˜µ (r)−
(
ω˜µ
c
)2
ε (r, ω) f˜µ (r) = 0, (1)
with open boundary conditions, through the Silver-
Mu¨ller radiation condition30. Here, ε (r, ω) is the di-
electric function (possibly complex) of the system and
ω˜µ = ωµ − iγµ is the complex resonance frequency that
can also be used to quantify the system quality fac-
tor as Qµ = ωµ/2γµ. These QNMs, once normalized,
can be used to construct the transverse Green function
through28,44
G (r, r0;ω) =
∑
µ
Aµ (ω) f˜µ (r) f˜µ (r0) , (2)
at all frequencies around the mode and at all locations
nearby the scattering geometry, where the QNMs can
form a complete basis35,55. For simplicity, we have de-
fined the spectral function Aµ(ω) = ω
2/2 ω˜µ (ω˜µ − ω).
Considering a single QNM, f˜c(r), the single mode Green
function can be written as
Gc (r, r0;ω) ≈ Ac(ω) f˜c (r) f˜c (r0) , (3)
where again this strictly holds only nearby the “cavity
region” (typically at distances where a quantum emitter
still feels a Purcell factor enhancement) and diverges at
locations far away. The exact position for which the di-
vergent behavior of the QNM appears, depends on the
quality factor of the open cavity under investigation. For
low quality factors such as those in plasmonics, the diver-
gent behavior can appear at around a few microns away
from the resonator (which will be farther away for higher
quality factors such as those in photonic crystal cavities).
In any case, the divergent behavior is clearly unphysical
for real fields, as we know there should be no enhanced
emission in the far field, and the total field must be con-
vergent. This problem can be partly avoided (or fixed)
by employing a Dyson equation formalism to reconstruct
the full Green function at locations away (outside) from
the cavity region44. The idea behind the Dyson equation
is to self-consistently obtain the solution to the scattering
geometry at all locations using the preexisting knowledge
of the background Green function and field solution in-
side the scattering geometry56. Using an accurate QNM
solution within the cavity region, one can obtain a “reg-
ularized” mode from,
F˜c(R) =
ˆ
cavity
G0(R, r
′;ω) ∆ε(r′, ω) · f˜c(r′) dr′, (4)
for any position R outside the resonator. Here, G0
is the Green function for the background medium and
∆ε(r, ω) = ε(r, ω) − εB(r) is the total dielectric con-
stant minus the background term εB(r). In the case of
isolated resonators, G0 can be considered as the (analyt-
ically known) homogeneous space Green function57, and
for resonators coupled to waveguides, could be the back-
ground waveguide Green function58. Notably, the only
assumption used to derive this expression is the valid-
ity of the single QNM description within the resonator.
Indeed, one can also use this expression in complex fre-
quency space to self-consistently obtain the divergent
QNM outside the resonator:
f˜c(R) =
ˆ
cavity
G0(R, r
′; ω˜) ∆ε(r′, ω˜) · f˜c(r′) dr′. (5)
In any case, the regularized QNM, F˜c(r) can be used
in a similar Green function expansion as in Eq. (3) to
obtain physically meaningful quantities far outside the
resonator, where it is fully expected that a single QNM
approach will breakdown. This “regularized” mode can
then be used at all positions outside the resonator, and
has previously been shown to be highly accurate when
compared to full dipole calculations44. Thus, the gen-
eral goal with practical QNM theory is to obtain f˜c and
then F˜c; however, this now requires two complex integra-
tions, one to first obtain the normalized QNM, and one
to obtain the regularized QNM; especially with metallic
resonators, this additional integration can be a compli-
cated process (typically using nm-size grids) and indeed
particularly problematic when the background is not so
well defined (e.g., in the case of a resonator coupled to
an infinite waveguide).
B. Integration-free QNM calculation
We now describe our new integration-free dipole tech-
nique for accurately obtaining the QNM, and we also
show how it naturally provides the regularized QNM
in the far field without the need for further treatment.
As discussed before, QNMs form a complete basis only
nearby the resonator and result in divergent fields in the
far-field region. In general, to assure the correct behavior
when propagating to the far-field, it is essential to involve
all other system modes into our Green function expan-
sion. This may include all QNMs in complex frequency
space as well as the homogeneous medium propagating
fields in real frequency space. Mathematically this can be
written as G = Gc +Gothers where Gothers accounts for
all necessary additions to Eq. (3) in the far-field. Indeed,
4the Dyson regularization technique discussed above self-
consistently includes such effects. In contrast, we will
adopt an even simpler approach to regularization; we in-
troduce the following ansatz:
G (r, r0;ω) ≡ Ac (ω) f˜ rc (r) f˜ rc (r0) , (6)
where f˜ rc(r) is the real-frequency obtained QNM that is
now also regularized in the far-field, and thus we call
it a renormalized QNM (rQNM) to distinguish it from
the usual far field behavior from a (spatially) divergent
QNM. This means that, even in the far-field, a single
mode expansion (using a rQNM) can be used to obtain
physically meaningful quantities. Note that the subscript
“c” on the Green function is no longer needed as we as-
sume that the Green function of Eq. (6) is an accurate
representation of full system Green function at all po-
sitions, at frequencies close to the resonance frequency
ω = ωc.
Consider now a point-source simulation of Maxwell’s
equation at location r0, that can be used to obtain the
system response at any location, also returning the dipole
self-response term, G (r0, r0;ω). This is achieved by
monitoring all three components of the electric field at
the dipole location to obtain the numerical Green func-
tion:
Gij (r0, r0;ω) =
Ei (r0, ω)
Pj (ω)
, (7)
where Ei (r0, ω) is the ith component of the monitored
electric field and Pj (ω) is dipole polarization introduced
along the jth direction, with i and j representing Carte-
sian coordinates. Assuming that a relatively accurate
estimation of the complex frequency for the localized res-
onance is available, the ansatz of Eq. (6) can be solved to
find the complex rQNM field value at the dipole location,
f˜ rc (r0) · d =
√
d ·G (r0, r0;ωc) · d
Ac (ωc)
, (8)
where a real-valued dipole moment, d, is assumed. The
above quantity is, in fact, all one needs to perform
an integration-free normalization for the rQNM. Indeed,
when inserted back into Eq. (6), one obtains
f˜ rc (r) =
G (r, r0;ωc) · d√
Ac (ωc) [d ·G (r0, r0;ωc) · d]
. (9)
Note that Eq. (9) now provides the full spatial profile of
the rQNM given that one also keeps track of the dipole
response at all other locations. However, in practice, the
real part of the Green function is problematic for ob-
taining transverse system modes. In general, the system
Green function includes contributions from both trans-
verse and longitudinal modes. In the presence of inho-
mogeneous and lossy media, these modes can be hard to
separate59,60, therefore, solutions to Maxwell’s equations
subjected to dipole excitation can contain both types of
modes, and it is not clear how to obtain only the trans-
verse modes, especially for lossy materials. However, as
a remedy to this problem, the (well behaved) imaginary
part of the Green function at two different frequency
points can be used to reconstruct the normalized trans-
verse field, as we discuss below.
We begin by finding the rQNM value at the dipole
location, r0. Consider Eq. (6) at two different real fre-
quencies, ω1 and ω2, that are, for example, located at
either side of the rQNM resonance frequency. By using
the imaginary part of both sides for each equation and
following some simple algebra, we arrive at two indepen-
dent expressions for the real and imaginary parts of the
complex rQNM, at the dipole location:
Re
[
f˜ rc (r0) · d
]2
= {Im [d ·G (r0, r0;ω1) · d] Re [Ac (ω2)]
−Im [d ·G (r0, r0;ω2) · d] Re [Ac (ω1)]} /B0,
(10)
and
Im
[
f˜ rc (r0) · d
]2
= {Im [d ·G (r0, r0;ω2) · d] Im [Ac (ω1)]
−Im [d ·G (r0, r0;ω1) · d] Im [Ac (ω2)]} /B0,
(11)
where
B0 = Im [Ac (ω1)] Re [Ac (ω2)]−Im [Ac (ω2)] Re [Ac (ω1)] .
(12)
Similarly, using the two space-point Green function, one
requires the following additional set of two equations to
obtain the normalized rQNM at all other locations away
from the dipole, given the previously obtained f˜ rc (r0):
Re
[
f˜ rc (r)
]
=
{
Im [G (r0, r;ω1) · d] Re
[
Ac (ω2) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]
−Im [G (r0, r;ω2) · d] Re
[
Ac (ω1) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]}
/B,
(13)
and
Im
[
f˜ rc (r)
]
=
{
Im [G (r0, r;ω2) · d] Im
[
Ac (ω1) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]
−Im [G (r0, r;ω1) · d] Im
[
Ac (ω2) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]}
/B,
(14)
where
B = Im
[
Ac (ω1) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]
Re
[
Ac (ω2) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]
− Im
[
Ac (ω2) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]
Re
[
Ac (ω1) f˜
r
c (r0) · d
]
.
(15)
Note that, as can be seen from Eqs. (10) and (11), only
the modal projection along the dipole direction is used
to obtain all modal components at all other locations
through use of Eqs. (13) and (14). It is worth men-
tioning that the technique presented here is found to be
quite robust against the chosen frequency values (within
a maximum 5% discrepancy for metal resonators and 1%
discrepancy for dielectric cavity systems).
5C. FDTD implementation
As mentioned before, our proposed technique above is
quite general in its construction and can be applied, in
principle, to any Maxwell solver, both in the time do-
main and in frequency domain. However, in this work,
we will implement our method in FDTD, since it is ar-
guably one of the most popular Maxwell solvers among
photonics and plasmonics communities. Indeed, the lack
of efficient QNM calculation recipes in real time Maxwell
solvers was one of the original motivations behind this
work. To explain such motivation and the difficulties be-
hind it in more detail, below we briefly review some of
the previous works and attempts in dealing with FDTD
Green functions and cavity mode calculations in the time
domain.
Regarding the issue of obtaining the complex-
frequency Green function in FDTD, there has been some
work for studying Casimir effects61,62, where a mathe-
matically modified permittivity function is used to map
the problem onto a complex frequency space, but it is lim-
ited to positive imaginary parts for the frequencies and
therefore cannot be adopted to complex frequencies asso-
ciated with QNMs. In an earlier attempt to extract leaky
mode behaviour in FDTD63, a simple dipole-response
normalization technique was proposed for leaky photonic
crystal cavities, but a normal mode picture was taken; in-
deed, a real-valued mode function was obtained that is
known to lack the correct modal phase information (of an
open cavity), and the method was cited to apply to dielec-
tric structures only, for reasons that were not explained.
The phase of the QNM is a necessity, e.g., for obtain-
ing the correct Purcell factor as a function of position,
particularly in plasmonics where very low quality factors
are involved. A single dipole appoach with FDTD, with
proper time windowing, can return the QNM, but, to al-
low a proper time windowing of the scattered field, this
is usually restricted to dielectric cavities2 and is again is
not in normalized form.
There are other good reasons for why implementing a
dipole-response normalization of the QNMs in FDTD is
so challenging. For example, a well known problem with
using FDTD and other self-consistent Maxwell solvers,
stems from the in-phase field component of finite-size
dipoles, causing unwanted frequency shifts and a grid-
size dependence to the real part of the Green function
with equal space arguments, namely G(r0, r0), a prob-
lem that also occurs with self-consistent local oscillators
in FDTD, e.g., through the optical Bloch equations64.
The Green function in FDTD can be directly obtained
by using a point dipole source, defined through
∇×∇×G (r, r′;ω)−k20ε (r, ω) G (r, r′;ω) = k20Iδ(r−r′),
(16)
where k20 = ω
2/c2, ε(r, ω) is the complex dielectric con-
stant, and we assume non-magnetic materials. For some
applications, one can remove the grid-size dependence
of FDTD dipoles, by subtracting off the solution from a
homogeneous medium with the same computational grid-
ding, so that the scattered Green function for an inho-
mogeneous medium is GscattFDTD(r0, r0) = G
tot
FDTD(r0, r0)−
GhomFDTD(r0, r0). However, for the purpose of obtaining
the transverse QNMs, particularly in the context of plas-
monic resonators, the real part of the scattered Green
function is not reliable, because the dipole response is
contaminated by the influence of longitudinal modes.
Before assessing the accuracy of this FDTD dipole
technique for obtaining normalized rQNMs (and QNMs),
we make a few remarks: (i) our normalization technique
is quite easy to use with any FDTD method, as it sim-
ply involves using the set of analytical equations given
by (10) to (15); moreover, the method is practically in-
stantaneous in time once the FDTD dipole simulation
is finished; (ii) because the normalization technique re-
quires no spatial information of the mode, from a prac-
tical perspective, the computational domain termination
using PML can be done as close as possible to the scatter-
ing geometry before it alters the modal shape and eigen-
frequency, resulting in significantly increased efficiency
and less memory/run-time requirements.
III. APPLICATIONS TO VARIOUS CAVITY
SYSTEMS IN NANOPHOTONICS AND
NANOPLASMONICS
To demonstrate the reliability and capability of our
normalization technique, below we consider five different
cavity systems, including two hybrid cavity-waveguide
designs and a cavity-coupled photonic crystal waveguide.
For all calculations, we use Lumerical FDTD45 and a sin-
gle mode performance over the frequency region of inter-
est is assumed (and confirmed).
A. Gold cuboids and dimers
First, we study a cuboid gold nanorod with dimensions
of 30×100×30 nm3 placed in a homogeneous background
with refractive index of nB = 1.5. This acts as a single
mode resonator over a wide range of frequencies of more
than 400 meV, as shown in Fig. 2. For metallic regions,
the dielectric function can be described using the local
Drude model,
εmetal (r, ω) = 1−
ω2p
ω (ω + iγp)
, (17)
where we use ~ωp = 8.29 eV and ~γp = 0.09 eV for the
plasmon frequency and collision rate of gold34, respec-
tively. For the second example structure, two of the
same nanorods are used to form a dimer of gap spac-
ing hg = 20 nm. This forms a plasmonic hot spot in the
gap, but still behaves in a single mode manner over a
similar range of frequencies as the single nanorod.
As an important application of the mode technique,
we study the spontaneous emission enhancement factor
6FIG. 2. (a-b) Computed rQNM spatial profile, |f˜ rc | (y-
component), for single and dimer cuboids, respectively. (c-d)
Comparison between our dipole-normalized rQNM calcula-
tion of the generalized Purcell factor, FP, against fully vecto-
rial calculations of Maxwell’s equations. The dipole is located
at 10 nm away from the surface along the nanorod axis for
the single cuboid, and at the gap center for the dimer design.
(e-f) Comparison of the rQNM technique in reproducing the
position-dependent FP, again with full dipole calculations in
circles.
for dipole emitters when placed nearby the resonant cav-
ity structures of interest. Considering a quantum dipole
emitter polarized along n, placed at position r, the gen-
eralized Purcell factor can be calculated using65
FP(r;ω) = 1 +
6pic3
ω3nB
n · Im{G (r, r;ω)} · n. (18)
For convenience of studying positions outside of metals
(or outside the scattering geometry in general), we have
added the extra factor of 1, which is derived from a Dyson
equation scattering problem for dipole positions outside
the resonator44; otherwise the Purcell factor should be
defined without the extra factor of unity (e.g., for dipoles
embedded within photonic crystal slabs).
For the two nanoresonator systems above, we use a
computational domain of 300×500×300 nm3 with a fine
mesh of approximately 2 nm in every direction, termi-
nated by PML in all directions. The complex resonance
frequencies are found to be ~ω˜c = 1.46 − 0.09i eV and
~ω˜c = 1.29 − 0.11i eV, respectively. The corresponding
mode volumes at the dipole location2,
Veff =
1
Re{ε (r0) f˜2c (r0)}
, (19)
are also estimated to be Veff/λ
3 = 8.5 × 10−4 and
Veff/λ
3 = 1.6×10−4. As consequence of the integration-
free nature of this technique, with the small computa-
tional domain chosen, the entire simulation completes in
approximately 30 minutes on a standard desktop with 8
cores, even without spatial sub-meshing. It is of course
useful to discuss how this approach compares with other
QNM calculation techniques for general shaped cavity
structures. First, in comparison to a previously devel-
oped FDTD technique34, which uses a plane-wave ex-
citation with time filtering with the same sub-meshing:
this simulation (for the same metal cavity) takes days
to weeks to run as a much larger simulation volume is
required to carry out the spatial normalization proce-
dure of the QNM. However, some additional time savings
can be made by implemented PML normalization29 with
FDTD30, but this requires one to use the PML data (of-
ten not available) and a volume integral with the electric
and magnetic fields (which requires additional care for
field points inside the resonator). Having implemented
all three approaches in FDTD, we find that our newly
presented dipole normalization method is easily the most
efficient to work with, and the most powerful (e.g., it can
also do periodic background media as we demonstrate
later). With regards to the frequency-domain dipole
approach using complex frequencies in COMSOL31, we
have found that for a complete analysis, this approach
takes about the same computational time as the pro-
posed dipole FDTD method, but only for the smaller
spatial domains, such as with the nanoresonator devices.
However, in our experience, larger hybrid devices run into
extreme memory requirements when using finite-element
solvers (e.g. with COMSOL). Both approaches have their
strengths an weaknesses though, and the COMSOl ap-
proach is better for solving multiple overlapping modes
(given sufficient computational resources).
For the metal resonator calculations here, we imple-
mented a numerical dipole source, located 10 nm away
from the metallic surface along the z-axis in the case of
single cuboid, and at the center of the gap in the case of
the cuboid dimer. One can use the same spatial dipole
position to perform both full numerical Purcell factor cal-
culations as well as the rQNM calculation, all within the
same one-time simulation, but for different dipole posi-
tions, we stress that there is no need to recalculate the
rQNM. In Fig. (2), we plot the computed mode profile of
the single rQNM of interest for each case along with the
rQNM-calculated Purcell factor (which is analytic, after
obtaining the mode numerically of course) in dashed-red
that compares very well with full dipole calculations us-
ing Eq. (7) in solid-blue (the accuracy is within a few
%).
To more rigorously confirm the reliability of our rQNM
technique, we next perform position-dependent Purcell
factor studies for both of the structures discussed above.
In Fig. 2, each circle shows an independent dipole cal-
culation (e.g., with no approximations) done at a par-
ticular position, while the solid line is calculated using
the same rQNM calculated before (which only has to be
computed once). In both cases we move away along the
7x-direction up to 40 nm, where an excellent agreement
between our semi-analytical results and the full numeri-
cal results is achieved in all cases. In particular, note that
the Purcell factor behavior before reaching x = 10 nm is
qualitatively different for the single cuboid and the dimer
resonator, and clearly the rQNM calculation accurately
captures both trends. Such a good level of agreement
can be in principle obtained at every location around the
resonator for which the rQNM expansion remains valid.
At distances far from the resonator, as discussed below in
subsection III B, our integration-free rQNMs also recov-
ers the correct physical behavior, and thus we speculate
that this rQNM picture can be used in both near and
far fields from the resonator, with practically no distinc-
tion to the QNM in the near field—where the rQNM and
QNM are identical.
B. Implicit far-field regularization: regularized
QNMs vs divergent QNMs
In the above, we have shown how the rQNMs are prac-
tically identical to the QNMs in the near field (and cer-
tainly within the resonator), which is a consequence of
the single mode approximation working very well. Unfor-
tunately, in the far field, the single mode approximation
of a cavity mode must fail. Although it may seem like
an academic question, it is important to have physically
meaningful fields at these far field locations as well, e.g.,
to compute the field that would be detected (e.g., by a
detector) from the resonators in quantum optics66. In
this section, we demonstrate the “regularized” nature of
our rQNMs when going to the far-field space region.
As mentioned before, the system QNMs are solutions
to a non-Hermitian Maxwell problems with open bound-
ary conditions and are associated with complex reso-
nant frequencies or complex wavevectors. The negative
imaginary part for the complex frequency, that describes
the energy decay in time domain, leads to an exponen-
tial growth of the QNMs in space through e(γcnB/c)x,
as one gets far enough away from the resonator. As
a general rule of thumb, the divergence behavior of
the QNM is become significant around xdivg such that
(γcnB/c)xdivg ≈ 1. For example, using the imaginary
part of the complex frequency for the cuboid dimer de-
sign, where γc ≈ 0.11 eV, xdivg = 1 − 2µm is estimated
using this simple argument, which agrees with what will
be discussed shortly in Fig. 3. This known feature has
been one of the main challenges in normalizing QNMs,
and have raised questions as to whether these modes can
be used to properly describe certain aspects of experi-
ments in the far-field and with input-output formalisms.
As highlighted earlier, a Dyson equation approach can
be used to regularize the divergent QNM in the far-field
through use of Eq. (4) in real frequency space. But this
approach also requires an additional spatial integration
step and is rather complicated for metal structures to
implement. However, the computed rQNM, f rc(r), is ob-
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FIG. 3. Near-field and far-field behavior of the integration-
free rQNM versus QNM for the cuboid gold dimer (note the
latter is calculated using a completely different FDTD tech-
nique34). (a-b) Extended 2D map of the |Re(f˜ rc (r))| and
|Re(f˜c(r))|, respectively. Each colormap is individually nor-
malized to one and the same nonlinear scaling is used to better
show the differences. (c-d) Comparison of the corresponding
Purcell factors, calculated in the near-field region and in the
far-field region, respectively. The inset in (c) shows the rel-
ative difference between these two independent calculations.
(e) Purcell factor calculations based on the Dyson equation
treatment of Fc(r) using Eq. (4) in real frequency space, and
f˜c(r) using Eq. (5) in complex frequency space. In all of these
plots, x = 0 represents the origin placed at the dimer gap
center.
tained in real frequency space and is thus already regu-
larized. To demonstrate this regularization behavior, we
next investigate the positional dependence of the gener-
alized Purcell factor for dipole emitters coupled to the
cuboid dimer structure, both in the near field and far
field regimes. We first show extended 2D maps (10µm
along x-axis) of the rQNM and QNM spatial modes (as
calculated in Ref.34), respectively in Fig. 3(a-b). A non-
linear color scaling is used to enhance the differences be-
8tween the two approches. In particular, in the far-field
the QNM diverges where as the rQNM does not, because
our real-frequency QNM calculation technique captures
the proper (sum over modes) propagation effects to the
far-field. To better highlight these differences, we plot
the Purcell factor at various positions using both rQNM
and QNM, also in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(c), for positions close
to the resonator, our rQNM Purcelll factor gives an ex-
cellent agreement with the QNM as calculated based on
the recipe given in Ref. 34. However, in the far-field re-
gion, as shown in Fig. 3(d), the rQNM behaves in a con-
verged manner in comparison to the QNM. In particular,
it follows the prediction of the post-calculated regularized
QNM using the Dyson integral of Eq. (4), that is shown
in Fig. 3(e). For completeness however, if one needs to
obtain the true divergent behavior of the system QNM
in the far-field using our integration free approach, one
can easily use the complex-frequency Dyson treatment of
Eq. (5); since, to a very good approximation, our rQNM
is equivalent to the system QNM inside (and near) the
resonator, as clearly demonstrated in in Fig. 3(e). Given
the small value of the Purcell factor in the far-field (note
we are zooming in from 1000 to 1), the minor discrepan-
cies between (d) and (e) are attributed to small numerical
errors (from the spatial integration primarily), and are
not a general concern. Thus, these rQNM can be prac-
tically used at all spatial positions, without any spatial
integration at all. If one desires the rQNM outside the
simulation volume domain, then one can easily obtain ei-
ther the QNM or the rQNM using the Dyson equation
as shown above. Thus there is no need to simulate large
regions of homogeneous space outside the scattering ge-
ometry, and for continuous waveguide one can also safely
use PML to limit the space- and run-time requirements.
C. Hybrid metal-dielectric systems
To further emphasize the generality of our technique,
and show its applicability for use in more complex emerg-
ing devices in hybrid plasmonics, we next study a set of
two hybrid devices where the plasmonic single cuboid
resonator is either embedded in a ridge waveguide or is
placed inside a groove waveguide, such that the short-
range confined mode of the cuboid is coupled to the
long-range propagating mode of the waveguide. The di-
electric beam waveguide is made of silicon-nitride, with
a refractive index of ndiel = 2.04 and dimensions of
600 × 800 × 6000 nm3. One motivation behind such de-
vices is to design transmission drop lines, but here, for
consistency with our other investigations, we focus on the
far-field collection efficiency of dipole emitters coupled to
the plasmonic sub-system, that can be also of interest in
the design of integrated broadband single photon sources;
for example, one could excite embedded quantum dots
incoherently, and monitor the output scattered field of a
single exciton state. For both of these cases, a compu-
tational domain of 10 × 5 × 5 µm3 is used to ensure a
sufficiently long waveguide terminated by PML in all di-
rections. Similar to before, a fine mesh of approximately
2 nm was used over the metallic region, that was then
refined into the courser mesh of 40 nm everywhere else,
using the non-uniform meshing technology in Lumerical
FDTD45.
In Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 5(a), we plot the generalized Pur-
cell factor, FP, of a dipole emitter placed 10 nm away
from the metallic surface (see also Fig. 1). The complex
resonance frequencies extracted are ~ω˜c = 1.08−0.07i eV
and ~ω˜c = 1.26−0.08i eV, respectively. The correspond-
ing mode volumes are also estimated to be Veff/λ
3 =
6.5 × 10−4 and Veff/λ3 = 6.3 × 10−4. Both full-dipole
calculations (in solid-blue) and rQNM calculations in
(dashed-red) are shown, once again with a good agree-
ment. In comparison to isolated resonators, there is a
small discrepancy between the rQNM and full dipole
calculations at frequencies very far from the resonance,
which is likely attributed to the non-negligible influence
from dielectric wall/surface scattering effects (possibly
yielding small background modes at other frequencies)
and the fact that now the single resonator interacts with
a propagating mode of the waveguide. Similar to before,
a single mode performance is still achieved, but the reso-
nance is red-shifted and sits lower in terms of maximum
emission enhancement, due to the lower index mismatch
provided by the waveguide.
With plasmonics, one always has some optical quench-
ing of the mode, and it is also important to know how
much of the radiative emission of a quantum emitter can
couple to the target waveguide mode in the two different
configurations mentioned above. This can be quantified
for the radiation emitted into the waveguide, Γradwg , using
the waveguide radiative “beta factor”
βradwg =
Γradwg
ΓP
, (20)
and for the total radiation available in the entire 4pi far-
field space (away from the resonator), Γradtot , using
βradtot =
Γradtot
ΓP
, (21)
where ΓP = FPΓ0, and Γ0 the spontaneous emission rate
in a homogeneous medium (free space or the dielectric).
Thus the total nonradiative coupling is simply
βnrad = 1− βradtot . (22)
The radiative beta factors are shown in Fig. 4(b) and
Fig. 5(b), where the solid-blue shows the total radiation
available in the far-field, and the dashed-red shows only
its portion transmitted through the waveguide interface.
This factor also gives the quantum efficiency of a dipole
emitter. It is seen that, depending on the waveguide de-
sign, the far-field emission can be quite different. In par-
ticular, the total far-field radiation from the dipole for the
groove waveguide is higher than in the ridge waveguide
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FIG. 4. (a) Comparison between our dipole-normalized
rQNM calculation of the generalized Purcell factor, FP,
against fully vectorial calculations of Maxwell’s equations, for
the gold single cuboid coupled to the ridge waveguide. The
dipole emitter is placed at 10 nm away from the nanorod sur-
face along the y axis. (b) Radiative beta factors: the βradtot that
quantifies the entire far-field radiation as well as the βradwg that
quantifies the far-field radiation confined within the waveg-
uide. (c) An xy cut of the calculated rQNM spatial profile
at z = 0 and (d-f) show three different yz cuts as labeled, to
show the technique ability in capturing modal details. Each
colormap is individually normalized to one and a nonlinear
scaling for improved visualization is used in (c).
over its frequency band, mainly because the nanoparti-
cle is not embedded in the dielectric region. However,
the dipole emission within the waveguide is considerably
less for the groove design, again because the nanoparti-
cle is not embedded in the dielectric. Moreover, the fact
that close to 40% of dipole emission can be detected at
the end of the ridge waveguide, offers some benefits in
comparison to all-metallic plasmonic waveguides (which
introduced additional waveguide losses), in applications
where signal strength (brightness) from single emitters is
more critical.
To better see the mode pattern in the waveguide, in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we have plotted four different surface
slices of the calculated rQNM. In Figs. 4-5 (c), we show
an xy-cut at the beam center such that the top view
of the whole system is shown. This shows a clear pat-
tern of the complex rQNM that has features from both
the plasmonic resonator and the nanobeam waveguide.
In Figs. 4-5 (d), an yz-cut at the center of the plas-
monic cuboid where the dominant plasmonic behavior
is shown. Finally, in Figs. 4-5 (e-f) two other yz-cuts at
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FIG. 5. Panels represent the same quantities plotted in Fig. 4
but for the single nanorod placed in the groove waveguide.
distant locations from the single cuboid are shown, where
the transition form the localized plasmonic mode to the
propagating waveguide mode is y observed.
D. Photonic crystal slab coupled cavity-waveguide
For our final example, we apply our technique to a
class of devices in photonic crystal platforms, namely
cavities coupled to periodic waveguides, that are used
for applications such as single photon sources and chan-
nel drop filters. This not only demonstrates the relia-
bility of our technique for use in dielectric systems with
large quality factors, but also tackles the very difficult
problem of normalizing QNMs for the localized cavities
that are subjected to the Bloch periodic propagation of
the waveguide, as the dominant outgoing channel37,38;
in this regime, there are additional complexities and
difficulties encountered to regularize an infinite spatial
integration37,38.
We use a triangular photonic crystal slab of refrac-
tive index of n = 3.5, where the lattice constant is
d = 240 nm, the hole radius is r = 0.28 d and the slab
thickness is h = 164 nm. The structure is 9×25 d in size,
and is finely meshed with 20 points per lattice period.
In particular, we consider two devices, the isolated L3
cavity on its own, and the L3 cavity side-coupled to a
W1 waveguide. To minimize any relevant numerical dis-
crepancies, the L3 cavity is placed to the side such that
exactly the same structure and computational domain is
used for both devices; see Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6. (a-b) Comparison between our dipole-normalized
rQNM calculation of the generalized Purcell factor, FP,
against full-dipole vectorial calculations of Maxwell’s equa-
tions, for the isolated L3 cavity and the L3 cavity side-coupled
to the waveguide, respectively. The dipole emitter is placed
at center of the cavity and polarized along the y-axis. (c-d)
An xy cut of the calculated rQNM spatial profile at the center
of the slab where in (d) the waveguide portion is nonlinearly
enhanced for better visualization. (e) The propagating Bloch
mode of a section of the infinite waveguide for comparison
(see inside text for details). Each colormap is individually
normalized to one.
Depicted in Figs. 6(a)-(b), as for the other cavity struc-
tures, we first confirm a very good agreement between
the QNM-calculated Purcell factor and the fully vecto-
rial dipole calculations; here we consider a dipole emit-
ter placed inside the L3 cavity, at the antinode and
aligned along the y-axis, according to the coordinate
system shown in the schematic of Fig. 1. As seen, in-
troducing the waveguide reduces the peak enhancement
by close to a factor of 2. The resonance frequencies
(real part) are computed to be ~ωL3c = 1.3052 eV and
~ωL3W1c = 1.3049 eV, with the corresponding quality fac-
tors of QL3 = 5, 200 and QL3W1 = 3, 300. The associated
mode-volumes, calculated at the modal antinode at the
center of the L3 cavity are also VL3eff/λ
3 = 0.0142 and
VL3W1eff /λ
3 = 0.0145, which are found to be very similar
for this particular structure (as is often assumed in the
community without proof, but in general this may not
be the case, especially for low-Q cavities).
In Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), we display the rQNM spatial
profile as calculated for both photonic crystal devices,
where the in-waveguide section for the coupled device is
enhanced for visualization. These two represent xy cuts
at the center of the slab. It is evident that the rQNM
inside the waveguide behaves different than the waveg-
uide Bloch mode and somewhat inherits the shape of the
L3 mode, with repetitions occurring due to the phase
dependence of the cavity QNM58. Therefore, the naive
assumption that simply the system behavior inside the
waveguide follows the usual W1 propagation, may not
be taken. In addition, note that the details of the tran-
sition for the system mode to go from a localized mode
within the cavity to propagating within the waveguide,
that is nontrivial, is also well captured by the calculated
rQNM.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have introduced a new normalization
technique for obtaining regularized QNMs of leaky opti-
cal cavities and plasmonic resonators, and implemented
it with the widely used FDTD algorithm in real fre-
quency space. Our technique requires no spatial integra-
tion for post processing normalization of the QNMs, but
rather a set of easy-to-use analytical equations are pro-
vided that only require the self-consistent response to a
dipole excitation at two different frequencies, essentially
exploiting an inverse Green function approach. We find
this technique to be extremely efficient on both compu-
tational memory and run time requirements, and easy
to use. We exemplified this dipole normalization tech-
nique for several different arbitrarily-shaped plasmonic
resonators, dielectric photonic crystal slabs, and hybrid
devices in order to show its generality and applicability
to a wide range of nanophotonic systems. In particu-
lar, the spontaneous emission enhancement factor was
studied for quantum emitters placed nearby these sys-
tems, where a very good agreement (within a few % at
the desired frequency range) between our rQNM calcula-
tion and fully numerical solutions of Maxwell’s equations
were obtained. Moreover, this new technique requires no
further regularization of the rQNM in the far-field, as it
readily returns the non-divergent system response at dis-
tances far away from the resonator. Since the method
is easy to implement in commonly used FDTD solvers
such as those available from Lumerical solutions45 and
MEEP67, it is an attractive tool for the community seek-
ing true “cavity modes” for a wide range of complex
structures.
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